
FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS

Workfront for Microsoft Teams allows companies to:  

• Enhance collaboration 
Always have a pulse on your work with 
Workfront notifications and updates appearing 
within Microsoft Teams.

• Improve productivity 
Stay organized and on top of all the work 
requests coming at you from various systems.

• Keep work moving 
Complete approvals, reply to comments, and 
keep track of updates without leaving Microsoft 
Teams chat. 

Deliver excellence with 
a modern integration.
Every enterprise relies on efficient communication 
and group chat tools to work across departments 
and global operations. Right now, you rely on 
Workfront to manage and track the progress of your 
projects while you collaborate around the projects 
in Microsoft Teams. But now, there’s a new, more 
intelligent way to work.

Workfront for Microsoft Teams combines modern 
work management with Microsoft 365’s hub for 
teamwork. This native integration enables teams 
to enhance collaboration and improve productivity, 
ensuring the most important work keeps moving.



BE INFORMED. 
Get Workfront notifications in the Microsoft Teams 
activity feed and make action items on these 
tasks. Search for and attach Workfront items to 
Microsoft Teams chat posts.

BE RELIABLE. 
Immediately create Workfront tasks right from 
Microsoft Teams when work is requested from 
you. Keep track of these requests in Workfront so 
your requests never slip through the cracks.

BE RESPONSIVE.  
Reply to Workfront comments and updates with 
Microsoft Teams the moment you receive them, 
allowing you to always maintain a pulse on the 
status of your work.

Increase productivity and improve collaboration.

Workfront for Microsoft Teams integrates your collaboration tool and work management platform. 
Combining these tools empowers the enterprise with better collaboration and more efficient workflows. 
To take a deeper look into how Workfront and Microsoft Teams work together to unleash your team’s 
productivity, visit: 

workfront.com/integrations/MSTeams

BE EFFICIENT.  
Approve or reject work without having to leave 
Microsoft Teams. Keep the work moving and 
avoid becoming the team’s bottleneck. 
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